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Hello True Believers!
I will be, once again, doing the
"dog and pony" show at this
year's Big Wow! Comics Festival
in San Jose, CA. The past 2
years that show has grown by
leaps and bounds (over tall
buildings one might even say)
and I expect another terrific
show this year. The show runs
May 17-18th. Here's the website
link if you want more info...

http://www.bigwowcomicfest.com/
I'll be set up selling my own books and original artwork as well as selling
art supplies as ART SUPPLIES, INK., my other full-time endeavor. If you
didn't know my family and I opened an art supplies store in Aptos, CA last
year.
I also have a massive original piece that will be in the Big Wow! art
auction. Thor vs Hulk! I had a blast drawing/inking this piece as the battle
and ongoing debate over who's stronger has always fascinated me. Easy
answer btw: Hulk is stronger but Thor is more powerful. Anyway, if you're
going to the show make sure to get in on the bidding.
In other news! I'll also be setting up at COMIC-CON INTERNATIONAL this
summer. Then at STOCKTONCON and this fall at APE. Look for me at
those shows.
I also recntly finished my screenplay adaptation of my illustrated novel,
THE LIST. Adapting it into screenplay form was a great challenge and I
enjoyed every second of it. I've really learned to appreciate what
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screenplay writers have to do in adapting a previously published work. It's
nowhere near as easy as it may seem. Even when it's your own work!
So, fingers crossed that someday soon there's some action on that. Of all
the things I've worked on I've always felt that THE LIST was the most
marketable for a Blockbuster type of film. We shall see....
word.
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